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New varieties on
show from CIV
The Italian growers� consortium says
the varieties best meet consumer tastes
and protect the environment
CIV’s booth in Hong Kong (l-r) Marco Bertolazzi, Pier
Filippo Tagliani, and Fruit Ways and IPA contacts
t this year’s Asia Fruit Logistica

Apple varieties displayed include Sweet

During the show, CIV said Tagliani and

event, Consorzio Italiano Vivaisti

Resistants apples, Gaia, Gemini, Fujio, and

variety manager Marco Bertolazzi met with

(CIV) successfully showcased a

the Civg198/Modi. Strawberries like the

international partners to discuss current

range of new apple, pear and strawberry

Flavia, Flaminia, Cler, Murano and Majestic;

and future collaborations with a focus on

varieties.

and pears Lucy Sweet, Early Guilia, and

territories in eastern Asia, a region which

Lucy Red were on show.

the company believes holds interesting

A

CIV’s president Pier Filippo Tagliani said

development opportunities.

that Asia Fruit Logistica is “the Asian

“CIV’s innovations have been met with

landmark event dedicated to the fruit and

great interest from attendees of Asia Fruit

vegetable sector,” and an important forum

Logistica,” continued Tagliani. “CIV also had

for exchanging ideas or forging contracts.

the opportunity to meet their licensees of
Modi International from northern and

The company is currently developing a

southern hemispheres, as well as the

number of new apple, pear and strawberry

licensed importer for the MODIciv apple

selections in eastern Asia suited specifically

for India, IG International, [who was]

to certain climates, and with in-built
disease resistant traits.

honoured with the prestigious Asia Fruit
Award as Importer of the Year.”

http://www.fruitnet.com/americafruit/article/1474/parts-of-san-diego-quarantined-as-psyllid-count-mounts
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